
 

 

  

LEAD GENERATION  
Old Dog, New Tricks… 



 

IN  THIS  WHITE PAPER WE EXPLORE 
• How changing times have affected traditional lead 

generation mechanisms 
• The effect brand awareness has on lead generation 

results 
• What the future holds for lead generation 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Lead Generation is the top priority for 76% of B2B marketers. 
It fuels sales and drives growth. 

Many traditional lead generation techniques and channels 
have stood the test of time, despite the rise (and sometimes 
the fall) of digital and other new marketing channels. 

A recent survey by The Direct Marketing Association reported 
that for every £1 spent on telemarketing, £11 of revenue was 
generated, whilst email marketing was ranked as the most 
cost-effective lead generation channel. 

How can this be the case when Buyers engage later in the 
buying cycle and undertake more of their own research?  

What new tricks have these old dogs learned?  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  

“LEAD GENERATION IS TOP  
   PRIORITY FOR 76% OF  
   B2B MARKETERS 



 

W ITH BU Y ERS  H AV ING CHA NG ED ,  
H OW  HA V E TRA D ITIONA L LEA D 
G ENERA TION CH ANN ELS  MA NA GED 
TO MA IN TAIN  TH EI R  EFF ECTIV EN ESS ?  

 

In many markets, businesses – in some case entire 
industries – have had to get better simply to survive.  

Marketing service providers and lead generation agencies 
are no different. They have had to adapt and 
improve to stay relevant and effective. 
One of the greatest factors in this 
evolution has been the integration of 
multiple lead generation channels; email, 
telemarketing and content. 

Although undoubtedly B2B buyers have 
changed in some ways, in other ways they 
are still exactly the same; they want to 
source high quality goods and services 
that add value to the businesses they 
work for. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

And whilst Buyers often undertake their own 
research, they need to be aware of you and your 

solution in the first place for you to be considered. 
Therefore, the need to create awareness within your 

target market has, if  
anything, increased.  

Traditional channels such as 
telemarketing, email  
marketing and events have 
been perfectly placed to  
meet this need. 

And people still buy from 
people. Particularly in B2B 
purchase decisions, where 
there is still no substitute for 
human interaction  
throughout the sales process. 

  



 

TH E BES T HAV E EV OLVED A ND  A RE  
N OW  S TRONG ER TH AN  EV ER 

EMA I L  

Email marketing is a channel that has evolved and maintained 
its place in the B2B lead generation mix. 

In years gone by, you would carefully craft a sales-led 
message, broadcast and hope to generate some 
enquiries. Commonly though, over time, click-
through and response rates would decline 
as prospects switch-off from your stream 
of sales messages. 

Today’s successful B2B marketer will 
probably use email marketing, but not 
simply as lead generation and certainly not 
by continually firing-out the same tired sales messages. 

Modern buyers need to be nurtured whilst they discover 
more about your business. They want to access high 
quality, relevant content to help them evaluate you as a 
potential supplier. 

Some of the fundamentals of email marketing have not 
changed. You still need high quality, accurate data, good, 
creative landing pages and a website that presents you in a 
positive light.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The way in which the application 
of email has developed is that 
it’s now recognised for its lead    

 nurturing capabilities, as well  
       as for lead generation. 

Email - and in particular, its more 
advanced derivative, Marketing Automation -  

is an effective way of getting Buyers to engage 
with your content. 

Thankfully, there is now greater recognition of the 
value of lead nurturing and the role it plays in 
building reputation and awareness, which 
substantially increases the results from other 
forms of lead generation. Stand-alone campaigns 
have been replaced by integrated ones. 

“LEAD NURTURING     
   INCREASES RESULTS FROM 
   OTHER FORMS OF LEAD  
   GENERATION 



 

S TA ND- A LONE CA MP A IGNS  H AV E 
BEEN  REP LA CED  BY  IN TEGRA TED 
ON ES   

TELEMA RKETI NG 

Ten years ago if you had undertaken a telemarketing 
campaign using a cold list the metrics a would have been 
very different from today. 

The productivity of a telemarketer hasn’t changed. A good 
telemarketer will still make around 100 calls a day. However, 
Buyers are less inclined these days to take cold calls from a 
business they have not heard of. So calling a cold list is less 
effective than it was previously. 

Yet B2B telemarketing has maintained its effectiveness and 
place in the B2B lead generation armoury.  

Partly this is cyclical, with many Marketers and Business 
Owners having been disappointed in their investments in 
online marketing and technology that has not delivered.  

However, the main driver for the increase in the use of 
telemarketing has been its integration with other marketing 
channels, which has had a multiplier effect on results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where telemarketing is part of an integrated campaign- 
targeting prospects that are aware, engaged and interested- 
there are good decision-maker contact rates and powerful 
results.  

Conversion rates from leads generated by integrated 
marketing campaigns (where telemarketing is just one 
element) have proven to be much better than leads from 
stand-alone telemarketing. 

As BMW might say, the results of integrated lead  
generation campaigns are greater than the sum of its 
parts. 
  

“INTEGRATING MULTIPLE SUCCESSFUL  
   LEAD GENERATION CHANNELS HAS A  
   MULTIPLIER EFFECT 



CREA TE  BRAN D AW A RENES S  TH EN
F OCU S LEAD  G ENERA TION ON  
P ROS P ECTS  TH A T A RE  ENG AG ED

We all know that it can be difficult to measure the ROI from 
brand awareness. 

But it is also hard to dispute that it would be easier for IBM  
to generate leads than Joe’s Computers, because they are a   

 better known brand. 

   This is where content, email, 
   remarketing, telemarketing and 

   marketing automation can and 
  should work together. 

   Creating high quality content 
  and getting your prospects to 

  engage with it is a vital step 
 in both inbound and 
  outbound lead generation     

  activity. 

To do this you will need an accurate database of the key 
Buyers and Influencers within businesses that are a good fit 
for you .This is not a cheap or easy asset to develop, but  
once you have it, its long-term value is immense. 

Once you have developed content and have a database of  
the right people to share it with, you need to track how your 
prospects interact with your content. This allows you to  
focus your more expensive lead generation activity such as 
telemarketing and maybe even direct mail, on the prospects 
that have the greater propensity to be responsive. 

The result will be that contact rates and lead volumes will be 
better than they have ever been, because you are targeting 
prospects that are already warm. 

“EMAIL MARKETING & TELEMARKETING
   ARE RANKED AS THE NO.1 & NO.2 
   MOST EFFECTIVE CHANNELS AT  
   GENERATING LEADS 

  Source – B2B Marketing



SUMMARY  

 

 

1. With Lead Generation remaining a challenge for  
B2B businesses, it is important to set the right 
strategy to fuel your sales pipeline. 

 

2. Many of the new digital and marketing  
technologies that promised a new way of  
generating leads have failed to deliver. 

 

3. Traditional lead generation channels such as email, 
telemarketing and content that have been effective 
for many decades are still effective today, if used 
intelligently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. To combat the changes in buyer behaviour, 
successful businesses are integrating digital 
marketing and traditional lead generation channels. 
This multiplier effect is generating powerful results. 

 

5. An accurate database of the key buyers and 
influencers within your best prospect accounts will 
underpin all of your marketing and lead generation 
activity and drive-up results. 

 

6. Lead generation campaigns are far more effective 
where brand awareness is increased and prospects 
are nurtured throughout the buying cycle. 

 



ABOUT BEANSTALK

Beanstalk is a B2B Marketing Agency that specialises in Lead Generation. 

We help our customers win new business through integrated lead generation, lead nurturing and B2B marketing 
campaigns. 

Investors in People accredited, our expertise includes telemarketing, data, content writing, design, strategy, email and 
marketing automation. 

Beanstalk Marketing Services 

0345 474 2047  
www.beanstalkmarketing.co.uk 
info@beanstalkmarketing.co.uk 
Registered in England & Wales  
Company Number: 06998651 

Chelmsford Office 

01245 213 500  
35-37 Moulsham Street, 
Chelmsford,
Essex, CM2 0HY

Birmingham Office 

0121 629 0570  
1310 Solihull Parkway,  
Birmingham Business Park,  
Solihull, Birmingham, B37 7YB 
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